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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to the field of self-powering mechanisms in dispensers. More particularly, the invention relates to the application of electromagnetic energy generated from the motion of a dispense actuation to various mechanisms within the dispenser. More specifically, the invention relates to employing a magnet in association with a coil to power an electronic mechanism without the need for any additional power source.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Self-powering devices in dispensers are not commonly known. Often, solar cells, batteries, and/or AC power is employed as a means for powering various components within a dispenser. In more basic dispensers, hand pumps are actuated by a plunger being depressed. Indeed, all of these dispensers provide a source of mechanical motion whereby an actuator moves to allow for product to be dispensed.

[0003] Often, the dispenser includes an electronic switch in association with the actuator in order to count the number of dispenses. The switch may also trigger an indication that the dispenser is in operation. The switch associated with an actuator will either complete or break an electronic circuit upon activation in order to count or generate an indication.

[0004] One such switch known to work in association with an actuator for a dispenser is a mechanical switch that increments a counter. While these switches are operative, they are somewhat impractical due to their size, which limits the positioning required such that the user can read and reset the counter.

[0005] It is also known that dispensers generate power through the use of solar cells and, while solar cells are widely employed in the art, solar cells require light to generate power and, when insufficient light is available, the supported systems are subject to failure. It would be beneficial to provide an alternative to the current power methods employed in the art of dispensing and utilize the motion of the dispensing activity itself to generate power that could be supplied to other mechanisms of the dispenser.

[0006] DE 20 2006 011 208 U1 and WO 2008(079401 A1 disclose a dispenser according to the preamble of claim 1.

[0007] There is a need in the art for a dispenser that does not require a power source or mechanical switch to increment a counter and to record the data to a memory source that can be read at a later time through use of an outside mateable connection device.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] In light of the foregoing, it is a first aspect of the present invention to provide a dispensing system with a magnet and coil that interact with the actuation of a pump, resulting in the generation of power.

[0009] It is another aspect of the present invention to provide a dispensing system that can power an electronic device by pump activation, without the use of a battery, solar cell, or external power.

[0010] Yet another aspect of the present invention is to provide a dispensing system that produces power from a magnet and coil interaction caused by pump actuation, which is sent to a controller for counting the number of dispenses.

[0011] Yet another aspect of the present invention is to provide a dispensing system that produces power from a magnet and coil interaction caused by pump actuation, which is sent to a light-emitting diode (LED).

[0012] Still another aspect of the present invention is to provide a dispensing system that has a controller that receives power supplied from a coil associated with a magnet, whereby the magnet and coil generate power from the motion generated by the pump, such that the controller can index its count of dispenses and be read at a later time by another controller.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will become better understood with regard to the following description, appended claims, and accompanying drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of a dispensing system in accordance with the concepts of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a prior art dispensing mechanism;

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the dispensing mechanism of the present invention; and

Fig. 4 is an exploded view of the dispensing mechanism of the present invention, showing the magnet and coil thereof.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0014] Referring now to the drawings and more particularly to Fig.1, it can be seen that a dispensing system made in accordance with the invention is designated generally by the numeral 10. While the concept and structure of the invention is applicable to a wide variety of dispensers, it is particularly
adaptable to portable dispensers as presented herein. The portable dispenser 10 includes a dispenser housing structure of widely known dispensers, designated generally by the numeral 12. The dispenser housing 12 may be a wall or counter-mount unit, or can be a freestanding unit disposed on a counter top or the like. The dispenser described herein is used for dispensing fluids such as soaps and other liquids, but it will be appreciated that other products could be dispensed such as paper, tablets, or any flowable material. For this embodiment, the dispenser housing 12 includes liquid product 14 positioned below and in communication with a dispensing nozzle 16, with an appropriate pump or other dispensing mechanism 18 interposed therebetween. As is well known by those skilled in the art, the dispensing mechanism 18 is configured to dispense a preset amount of liquid upon each dispensing cycle. In accordance with the invention, the dispensing mechanism 18 is controlled by an actuating mechanism 20 such as a motor, solenoid, plunger or the like.

[0015] The mechanism 20 in the preferred embodiment contains a spring 22, plunger 24, and pump housing 26 as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Pump housing 26 mates to the stem 28, and receives a spring 22 and plunger 24. A ring-shaped magnet 30 secures to the outside of the plunger 24 so that the magnet 30 moves with the plunger 24. It should also be understood that the magnet 30 can be any shape and can be secured to the inside of plunger 24 or be part of the plunger 24 so long as it moves with respect to the dispensing material.

[0016] The portable dispenser 10 has a cap 32 as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Cap 32 secures to the dispenser housing 12, and provides geometry to cover the mechanism 20. Cap 32 is secured into position by interior threads that mate to dispenser housing 12. It should be understood that the cap 32 may secure by any means readily known in the art including a snap fit or the like. Cap 32 receives a spool 34 that includes a metal coil 36. The coil 36 is positioned such that as the pump is actuated, the magnet 30 moves relative to the coil 36, generating power to the coil 36. It should be readily apparent that the location of the coil 36 and the magnet 30 can be interchanged such that the coil 36 is included on the plunger 24, and the magnet 30 is positioned within the cap 32. The preferred embodiment is believed to generate power sufficient to momentarily power an LED 38 or other small powered electronic device such as a controller 40.

[0017] In one embodiment, the power created by the relative motion of the magnet 30 and coil 36 energizes the controller 40, which immediately increments a register in nonvolatile data storage, which can include flash, eeprom or the like to record the dispensing event. The controller 40 is preferably a microcontroller that provides the necessary hardware, software, and memory to implement the functions based on the dispensing of the portable dispenser 10. It should be understood that controller 40 may also be used for other purposes readily known in the art.
[0018] When the energy is consumed, the controller loses power, yet retains data regarding the dispensing event and continually indexes to hold a current total at any point in time. The motion of the magnet 30 continues to increment the number of dispenses in this manner. The portable dispenser 10 also includes a connector 42 in which a controller reader 44 can connect to read the number of dispenses from the controller 40 and reset the controller 40 to allow for a new count. Controller reader 44 can be any reader readily known in the art and can consist of an LED or liquid crystal display and push buttons or the like to reset controller 40.

[0019] The mechanism 20 is not limited to the device mentioned in the above and can employ any means readily known in the art. The mechanism 20 can require some means of power, but in order to conserve from its regular power source may utilize the magnet-coil interaction as taught by the present application.

[0020] Thus, it can be seen that the objects of the invention have been satisfied by the structure and its method for use presented above. While in accordance with the Patent Statutes, only the best mode and preferred embodiment has been presented and described in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited thereto or thereby. Accordingly, for an appreciation of the true scope and breadth of the invention, reference should be made to the following claims.
PATENTKRAV

1. Dispenser (10) til distribution af et flydende produkt (14), hvilken dispenser omfatter:
et dispenserhus (12), der indeholder det flydende produkt (14);

en distributionsmekanisme (20), der indbefatter et stempel (24), en fjeder (22) og et pumpehus (26), hvilken distributionsmekanisme (20) er en pumpe;

en hætte (32), der er fastgjort til dispenserhuset (12), og som dækker distributionsmekanismen (20) og modtager en spool (34) indbefattende en coil (36);

en magnet (30), der er fastgjort til ydersiden af stemplet (24), således at magneten (30) bevæges sammen med stemplet (24); og

   en elektronisk enhed (40);

hvor, når pumpen aktiveres, magneten (30) bevæger sig i forhold til vindingen (36), hvorved der genereres energi ved vindingen (36), som anvendes til den elektroniske enhed, kendtegnet ved, at magneten (30) er ringformet og modtaget i vindingen (36).

2. Dispenser ifølge krav 1, hvor den elektroniske enhed (40) er en styreenhed (40).

3. Dispenser ifølge krav 2, hvor styreenheden (40) omfatter en tæller, der inkrementerer og lagrer en tælling, der er repræsentativ for en handling med energigenerering til en ikke-flygtig hukommelse i styreenheden (40).

4. Dispenser ifølge krav 3, hvilken dispenser endvidere omfatter en konnektor (42), der er forbundet med styreenheden (40), hvor en anden styreenhed (44) kan sammenkobles med konnektoren (42) og aflæse og nulstille styreenhedens (40) data.

5. Dispenser ifølge krav 1, hvor den elektroniske enhed (40) er en lysemitterende diode.

6. Dispenser ifølge krav 2, hvor styreenheden (40) inkrementerer et register i ikke-flygtige lagringsdata.

7. Dispenser ifølge krav 6, hvilken dispenser endvidere omfatter en elektrisk konnektor, der er forbundet med styreenheden (40).

8. Dispenser ifølge krav 7, hvor en mikrostyreenhedslæser (44) forbindes med den elektriske konnektor (42) for at aflæse registeret.

9. Dispenser ifølge krav 8, hvor mikrostyreenhedslæseren (44) nulstiller registeret.